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One fundamental question in syntax is how to understand the observed universality and diversity 

of syntactic structures across different languages. This paper addresses this question by focusing 

on yes-no question formation in two Chinese dialects spoken in Wuhu and Nanjing. Based on 

novel data and diagnostics, which involve a systematic comparison of the formal properties of 

different types of yes-no questions in Wuhu and Nanjing, this paper proposes a uniform analysis 

to account for both the uniformity and variation of Wuhu and Nanjing yes-no questions. This 

proposal improves on existing approaches to yes-no question formation by distinguishing between 

clause-internal question particles and A-not-A strings, and showing that what undergoes 

movement in Wuhu and Nanjing yes-no questions is the question operator instead of the polarity 

variable. 
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Three ingredients in Wuhu Chinese yes-no question formation 

1. Introduction 

Within the generative literature, there has been a long tradition of studying Mandarin A-not-A 

questions (Huang 1982, 1991, Ernst 1994, Cole & Lee 1997, Wu 1997, Schaffar 2000, Gasde 2004, 

Law 2006 etc.), but no comparable effort has been made to systematically investigate similar 

constructions or other types of yes-no questions across Sinitic languages. Thus, questions that have 

yet to be answered include at least the following two: empirically, how yes-no questions are formed 

in these languages, and theoretically, how the general theory on yes-no question formation can 

learn from the uniformity and diversity of yes-no questions across Sinitic languages.  

In recent development on yes-no question formation (Bailey 2013, Holmberg 2016), it is proposed 

that yes-no questions crucially involve two ingredients, an IP-internal polarity phrase (PolP), and 

the question force. This analysis has been proposed for yes-no questions including both Mandarin 

A-not-A questions and questions formed with sentence-final particles in other languages (Bailey 

2013, Holmberg 2016). Building on these studies, this paper addresses the questions as to whether 

and how their analysis can be extended to two Mandarin dialects, Wuhu and Nanjing Chinese, 

where yes-no questions can be formed with clause-internal particles; and more broadly, how the 

study on yes-no question formation can inform us about the clausal structure in these languages.  

The contribution of this paper is thus twofold. On the one hand, it provides a thorough description 

of the syntactic distribution of various types of yes-no questions in these two understudied 

Mandarin dialects. On the other hand, it offers a unified analysis for them by proposing a 

modification to Bailey and Holmberg’s approach to yes-no question formation.  
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In particular, based on a comparison of formal properties of a variety yes-no questions in Wuhu 

and Nanjing, I propose that a uniform structure can account for their distributions. The analysis 

consists of at least three ingredients. Assuming an articulated CP structure (Rizzi 1997, 2004), I 

argue that yes-no questions involve a Force0, which is the highest head in the clause and may be 

overtly spelled-out as a “sentence final particle” (SFP). The second element involves an IP-internal 

question phrase QuP headed by the clause-internal question particle ha or a, in the specifier 

position of which there is a question operator (Op). The operator covertly moves to Spec FocP. 

Moreover, there is a third functional project involved, a polarity phrase (PolP) headed by a polarity 

variable [±Pol] (Holmberg 2016).  [±Pol] is bound by the operator at Spec QuP and always remains 

in-situ. This proposal is schematized in (1):      

(1) Proposed analysis of yes-no questions   

ForceP 
       ru 
     (SFP)      FocP 
    ru 

              Foc’ 
            ru 
                 IP 
                     ru 
            {AttP, TopP, AdvPhigh} 

                 ru 

                       QuP 
                         ru 
                    Opi          Qu’     

              ru 

ha             AdvPtense 
   ru 
once       PolP 

                    ru 
                        [±Pol]i      {ModP, FocP, AdvPlow} 

The above analysis is distinct from Bailey and Holmberg’s approach in at least two aspects. First, 

I provide evidence to motivate an IP-internal functional projection QuP headed by clause-internal 
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question particles, which is independent from either ForceP or PolP. Secondly, novel data and 

diagnostics support the movement of the question operator instead of polarity variable, the latter 

of which remains in-situ in my proposal.    

In Wuhu Chinese, the most natural way to ask a yes-no question is to use a clause-internal particle 

ha, illustrated in (2b): 

(2)   a. zangsen qie pingo1.     Statement 

Z.  eat apple 

‘Zhangsan eats apples.’ 

 

  b. Q: zangsen  ha qie pingo?   Yes-no question 

           Z.  HA eat apple 

           ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

  c. A: qie  /pe  qie    Verbal answer 

           eat  NEG.IMP. eat 

           ‘Yes (lit. eat). / No (lit. not eat).’ 

As seen in (2b), the occurrence of ha changes a statement like (2a) into a neutral yes-no question 

which is required to be answered by repeating the main verb (2c).  

In addition to ha questions like (2b), similar to Mandarin, Wuhu speakers also use an A-not-A 

string, illustrated by the bold elements in (3a). These also require repeated verbs as their answers 

(3b): 

(3)  a. Q: zangsen  qie-pe-qie  pingo?  A-not-A question 

           Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

           ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’  

 

  b. A: qie  /pe  qie    Verbal answer 

           eat  NEG.IMP. eat 

           ‘Yes (lit. eat). / No (lit. not eat).’ 

As the question-answer pair in (3) indicates, the answer set to an A-not-A question is already given 

in the question itself, making it seem superficially like an alternative question. However, Huang 

                                                            
1 Unless indicated specifically at the beginning of an example, the presented data is from Wuhu Chinese.  
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(1982, 1991) has pointed out that Mandarin A-not-A questions have distributional properties that 

are distinct from alternative questions which involve the disjunction morpheme haishi ‘or’ 

regarding island-sensitivity. Moreover, following Karttunen’s (1977) analysis of the semantics of 

questions, both ha questions and A-not-A questions denote the same answer set which consists of 

propositions with opposite truth/polarity values: informally speaking, both ha question in (2b) and 

A-not-A question in (3a) denote the same set of alternatives in (4). 

(4)   {Zhangsan eats apples; Zhangsan does not eat apples.} 

Based on the abovementioned syntactic and semantic parallel, I use the term “yes-no question” to 

refer to both ha and A-not-A questions in this paper2. The following questions regarding yes-no 

question formation in Wuhu and Nanjing will be addressed in this paper:  

(i) What are the syntactic properties of ha and the A-not-A string?  

(ii) What are the ingredients of yes-no questions in Wuhu and other Chinese dialects?  

(iii) Where are these ingredients located in the structure?  

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 provides an overview of Wuhu 

and Nanjing, two mutually intelligible Chinese dialects, and discusses how the data presented in 

                                                            
2 Some proposed diagnostics for distinguishing polar questions and alternative questions may not easily apply here. 

For instance, Huddleston (1994) points out that only polar questions but not alternative questions can be complements 

of the verb doubt, e.g. I doubt whether you are ready, but *I doubt whether it is a boy or a girl. This distributional 

difference is not found in Wuhu ha and A-not-A questions, further supporting my claim:  

a. wo huai’yi zangsen ha hui qie pingo. 

1sg doubt Z. HA will eat apple 

‘I doubt whether Zhangsan will eat apples.’ 

b. wo huai’yi zangsen hui-pe-hui  qie pingo. 

1sg doubt Z. will-NEG.IMP.-will eat apple 

‘I doubt whether Zhangsan will eat apples.’ 

   In addition, other diagnostics differentiating alternative and polar questions cannot easily apply to ha and A-not-A 

questions either. For instance, Van Rooy & Šafářová (2003) mention alternative questions may be strange in contexts 

like proposing. However, my consultant did not find using A-not-A questions less preferable than ha questions in such 

scenarios.  
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this paper were collected. In Section 3, based on the comparison between ha and the A-not-A string 

in Wuhu, I argue that they are not in the same projection and must be differentiated from each 

other, and movement of the Q-operator instead of [±Pol] is involved in the derivation of yes-no 

questions. Moreover, I propose a uniform analysis for both ha and A-not-A questions which 

partially answers questions (i) and (ii). Section 4 further addresses these two questions by looking 

at data from Nanjing. I show that although IP-internal Qu0 and Pol0 cannot both be overt in Wuhu 

yes-no questions, both of them can be overtly spelled-out in Nanjing, supporting my proposal in 

(1). Moreover, they show distributions parallel to their Wuhu counterparts. Section 5 focuses on 

question (iii) which concerns the position of QuP and PolP in the clausal spine by systematically 

investigating their interaction with other functional projections, adopting Cinque’s (1999) 

methodology in establishing the cartography of syntactic structures. I argue that both QuP and 

PolP are IP-internal and located on the middle of the clausal spine. Section 6 provides a more fine-

grained analysis of Chinese yes-no questions by discussing what undergoes movement as well as 

the landing site of the movement, factoring in SFPs and evaluating some alternative approaches. 

Section 7 concludes the paper by looking further at co-occurrence restrictions on ha and the A-

not-A string in Wuhu.  
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2. Overview of Wuhu, Nanjing, and the data collection 

The city of Wuhu is located in southeastern Anhui province in east China, approximately 180 miles 

west of Shanghai. There are 1.7 million people living in the metro area of Wuhu according to the 

2017 census. The Wuhu dialect of Chinese is the primary language used among Wuhu residents 

in their daily lives.  

In traditional Chinese dialectology, the Wuhu dialect of Chinese has been categorized as a variety 

of Jianghuai or Lower-Yangtze Mandarin (Wurm et al. 1987). Government language policy 

discourages the Wuhu dialect from being used in local public schools or on local radio/TV 

programs, where Mandarin Chinese is the primary language used.  

I am a native speaker of Wuhu, where I lived for my first 18 years. Through the public school 

system, I also acquired Mandarin. Most of the Wuhu data presented in this paper were generated 

by myself. However, all judgments were verified by three native speakers, Chen Cui, Chen Huang 

and Lin Sun3.  

In addition, this paper investigates a few other Chinese languages, in particular Nanjing Chinese. 

It is the language primarily spoken in the city of Nanjing, about 50 miles north of Wuhu. Nanjing 

Chinese is mutually intelligent with Wuhu, both of which are classified as varieties of Jianghuai 

Mandarin (Wurm et al. 1987). The data from Nanjing Chinese were collected through video 

elicitation sessions or texting with a native speaker consultant, Wenting Tang.      

 

 

                                                            
3 I also thank them for bringing up a few examples.   
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3. Yes-no questions in Wuhu 

This section presents basic distributional properties of yes-no questions in Wuhu. Despite the 

seemingly parallel distribution between ha questions and A-not-A questions, closer scrutiny will 

show that ha and the A-not-A string must be differentiated from each other, and I take this as 

evidence for the proposal that they involve different functional projections.  

It is worth mentioning that in addition to the above-mentioned ha questions and A-not-A questions, 

yes-no questions can also be formed with rising intonation.  

(5)   zangsen qie pingo? 

Z.  eat apple 

‘Zhangsan eats apples, right?’ or ‘Zhangsan eats apples?’ 

Without any overt morphological marking, if a statement like (1) is produced with a rising 

intonation towards the end, it is interpreted as a positive-biased yes-no question or a rhetorical 

question (5) that does not require an answer. Various sentence final particles (SFPs) can be used 

as well: 

(6)   a. zangsen qie pingo me? 

Z.  eat apple SFP 

‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

 

b. zangsen qie  pingo a? 

Z.  eat apple SFP 

‘Zhangsan eats apples, right?’ 

As shown in (6), SFPs like me, a Wuhu cognate of Mandarin SFP ma, can be used to form a neutral 

yes-no question whereas a is used to form a positive-biased question. These two kinds of yes-no 

questions are not the focus of this paper and will be only mentioned when necessary.  
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3.1. Surface positions of ha 

In addition to the canonical preverbal position illustrated in (2b), ha can also occur in various 

surface positions, and the element immediately follows ha is usually interpreted as the narrow 

focus in that question. For instance, it can precede the subject DP and occur in the clause-initial 

position in (7a): 

(7)   a. Q: ha zangsen qie pingo?   Initial ha 

      HA Z.  eat apple 

    ‘Is it Zhangsan who eats apples?’ 

 

  b. A1: dei /si-di /pe       dei       /pe  si-di  

             correct  be-DE  NEG.IMP    correct   NEG.IMP be-DE     

                ‘Yes. /NO.’       Particle answer 

 

   C. A2: *qie  /*pe  qie      

               eat    NEG.IMP. eat 

       Intended ‘Yes. /NO.’      *Verbal answer 

As illustrated in (7a), ha precedes the subject zangsen, which is interpreted as narrow focus without 

any special intonation: the questioner presupposes that some individual x eats apples and the 

questioner wants to know whether or not x is Zhangsan. Moreover, as the contrast between (7b-c) 

shows, yes-no questions with narrow focus may not allow verbal answers and only allow particle 

answers.  

When the main predicate is modified by temporal and/or locative adverbials (8a), in addition to 

the canonical immediate preverbal position (8b), ha can also occur to the left of them respectively 

(8c-d): 

(8)    a. zangsan laozao  zai ga qie pingo. 

     Z.  long ago at/in home eat apple 

     ‘Zhangsan ate apples at home long ago.’ 

 

  b. zangsen laozao  zai ga ha qie pingo? 

    Z.  long ago at/in home ha eat apple 

         ‘Long ago, when Zhangsan was at home, did he eat apples?’ 
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  c. zangsen laozao  ha zai ga qie pingo? 

    Z.  long ago ha  at/in home eat apple 

         ‘Long ago, did Zhangsan eat apples at home?’ 

 

  d. zangsen ha laozao  zai ga qie pingo? 

    Z.  ha  long ago at/in home eat apple 

         ‘Did Zhangsan eat apples at home long ago?’ 

As reflected in the English translations, the position of ha determines the interpretation of each 

question: without special intonation, only the elements following ha are interpreted as the focus of 

each question, suggesting that clause-internal ha only has surface scope, consistent with scopal 

relations in Mandarin where items scope over elements to their right (Huang 1982, Ernst 1992).      

Moreover, ha seems to be able to occur in the sentence-final position: 

(9)   a. Q: zangsan qie pingo  ha? 

          Z. eat apple  ha  

          ‘Zhangsan eats apples, right?’ 

 

  b. A1: dei /si-di /*qie   

             correct  be-DE    eat  

                ‘Yes. ’ 

 

 c. A2: ?pe       dei  /?pe  si-di   /*pe  qie  

 NEG.IMP    correct   NEG.IMP     correct  be-DE     NEG.IMP     eat 

‘No.’ 

In (9a), the occurrence of a sentence-final ha changes a statement into a yes-no question without 

special intonation. Native speakers’ intuition is that yes-no questions like (9a) formed with 

sentence-final ha are not neutral but have a strong positive-bias --- pragmatically, it is often used 

to seek confirmation from the listener or even as a way to start a conversation. This intuition is 

consistent with possible answers in (9b-9c): positive answers are favored over negative ones. In 

addition, only particle answers but not verbal answers are allowed.  

The scheme in (10) briefly summarizes some possible surface positions of ha within a yes-no 

question: 
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(10) (ha) S (ha) Adv/PP  (ha) Adv/PP (ha) V   O (ha) 

However, given the positive-bias associated with sentence-final ha as opposed to other has that 

occur in non-final positions, the question remains open as whether ha in different positions are 

underlyingly the same one and there are derivational relations among yes-no questions in (8) or 

they are distinct morphemes that just happen to be homophonous. This paper does not attempt to 

address this question and only focuses on non-peripheral has, especially the clause-internal ones 

like (2b) and (8b-c).  

3.2. Basic distributional properties of Wuhu ha and the A-not-A string        

It was shown in (2) and (3) that a yes-no question can be formed with either a preverbal ha or an 

A-not-A string. However, ha and the A-not-A string cannot co-occur with each other in the same 

clause4: 

(11) a. *zangsen ha qie-pe-qie  pingo?  *ha…A-not-A 

        Z.  HA eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

       Intended ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ or ‘Will Zhangsan eat apples?’  

 

b. *zangsen qie-pe-qie   ha pingo?  *A-not-A…ha 

        Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat  HA apple 

       Intended ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ or ‘Will Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

The ungrammaticality of (11) is not because that they cannot co-occur at all: the restriction seems 

to be that they cannot be clause-mates, as it is fine for one of them occur in the matrix clause and 

the other in the embedded clause: 

                                                            
4 In addition, clause-initial ha and SFP ha are also incompatible with the A-not-A string: 

a. *ha zangsen qie-pe-qie  pingo? 

  HA Z. eat-NEG.IMP-eat  apple 

  Intended ‘Is it Zhangsan who eats apples?’ 

 

b. *zangsen qie-pe-qie pingo ha? 

      Z.  eat-NEG.IMP-eat apple HA 

      Intended ‘Zhangsan eats shows, right?’ or ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ 
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(12) a. zangsen ha xiaode  [lisi qie-pe-qie  pingo]? 

Z.  HA know    L. eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

‘Does Zhangsan know whether Lisi eats apples?’  ha…[…A-not-A…] 

 

b. zangsen xiao-pe-xiaode [lisi ha qie pingo]? 

Z.  know-NEG.IMP.-know   L. HA eat apple 

‘Does Zhangsan know whether Lisi eats apples?’  A-not-A… […ha…] 

Previous studies on Mandarin A-not-A questions have found that A-not-A questions can be 

embedded yet they show island-sensitivity (Huang 1982b, 1991). The following data demonstrate 

that Wuhu A-not-A questions are no exception to this: 

(13) a. Zangsen zidao [ni lai-pe-lai].   Embedded question 

Z.  know  2sg come-NEG.IMP.-come 

‘Zhangsan knows whether you come or not.’   

 

b. *Zangsen honxi [lai-pe-lai  di laosi]?  

      Z.  like come-NEG.IMP.-come DE teacher 

      Intended ‘Does Zhangsan like the teacher who comes or the teacher who  

      does not come?’      Relative clause 

 

(14) a. [Zangsen lai-pe-lai]   pe   zongyao. 

     Z.  come-NEG.IMP.-come  NEG.IMP. important 

     ‘Whether Zhangsan comes or not isn’t important.’ Sentential subject   

 

b. *[Zangsen lai-pe-lai]   bijiao hao? Sentential subject 

        Z.  come-NEG.IMP.-come  more good 

       Intended ‘Is it better that Zhangsan comes, or is it that he doesn’t?’  

Thus it is clear that although the Wuhu A-not-A string can occur in the complement clause or the 

sentential subject with embedded scope (13a, 14a), it cannot occur within a syntactic island and 

still have matrix scope (13b, 14b). Similarly, Wuhu ha questions show the same kind of island-

sensitivity:   

(15) a. Zangsen zidao [ni ha lai].   Embedded question 

Z.  know  2sg HA come 

‘Zhangsan knows whether you come or not.’   
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b. *Zangsen honxi [ha lai di laosi]?   Relative clause 

      Z.  like  HA come DE teacher 

      Intended ‘Does Zhangsan like the teacher who comes or the teacher who  

      does not come?’  

   

(16) a. [Zangsen ha lai]  pe   zongyao. 

     Z.  HA come  NEG.IMP. important 

     ‘Whether Zhangsan comes or not isn’t important.’ Sentential subject 

 

b. *[Zangsen ha lai]  bijiao hao?  Sentential subject 

        Z.  HA come  more good 

        Intended ‘Is it better that Zhangsan comes, or is it that he doesn’t?’ 

The data in (15-16) show that, similar to the A-not-A string in Wuhu, ha can also occur within the 

complement clause (15a) or a sentential subject (16a) with embedded scope, but it cannot have 

matrix reading when it occurs inside a relative clause (15b) or a sentential subject (16b).  

Similar to the intervention effects found in Mandarin A-not-A questions (Law 2006, Erlewine 

2014), scope-bearing elements like and focus particles (17) and negation (18) also induce 

intervention effects in Wuhu A-not-A questions: 

(17) (*jiu) Zhangsan qie-pe-qie  pingo?    

only Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

‘Does (*only) Zhangsan eat apples?’     (*jiu)…A-not-A 

 

(18) a. zangsen (*pe)    yiben  qie-pe-qie     pingo?  

      Z.  NEG.IMP   usually eat-NEG.IMP.-eat  apple  

‘Does Zhangsan (*not) usually eat apples?’   (*NEG)…A-not-A 

 

  b. zangsen yi-pe-yiben  pe  qie pingo?    

      Z.  u--NEG.IMP.-usually NEG.IMP    eat apple 

      ‘Does Zhangsan usually not eat apples?’    A-not-A… NEG 

(17) is grammatical only when the subject is not focused by the particle jiu ‘only’. (18a) shows 

that the question is grammatical when there is no negation in the sentence. (18b) further illustrates 

that the restriction is not because an A-not-A string is incompatible with negation at all: a negative 

A-not-A question is allowed when the A-not-A string occurs to the left of negation. Similarly, 

negation and jiu ‘only’ induce intervention effects in ha questions: 
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(19) a. (*jiu) zangsen ha qie pingo?   (*jiu)…ha 

      only Z.  HA eat apple 

     ‘Does (*only) Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

 

b. zangsen ha jiu qie pingo?    ha…jiu 

Z.  HA only eat apple 

‘Does Zhangsan only eat apples?’ 

 

(20) a. zangsen (*pe)    yiben  ha qie pingo?  (*NEG)…ha 

    Z.  NEG.IMP   usually HA eat apple 

    ‘Does Zhangsan (*not) usually eat apples?’ 

 

b. Zangsen ha yiben  pe qie pingo?  ha… NEG 

Z.  HA usually  NEG  eat apple 

‘Does Zhangsan usually not eat apples?’ 

The focus particle jiu ‘only’ induces intervention effects in (19a) and it is not because jiu is 

incompatible with ha: the sentence is grammatical when ha precedes jiu (19b). The contrast in 

(20a-b) demonstrates that ha can only precede but not follow the negation.  

So far, it seems that ha and A-not-A questions show parallel distribution with respect to island-

sensitivity and intervention effects. I will take this as arguments for the proposal that movement is 

involved in the derivation of both ha and A-not-A questions in Wuhu.  

3.3. Differentiating between ha and the A-not-A string   

In spite of the seemingly parallel distribution of ha and the A-not-A string within a single yes-no 

question, a closer look at the distribution of ha and the A-not-A string in Wuhu suggests that they 

actually behave differently in certain constructions or positions. One such construction is 

concessive conditionals: 

(21) a. [zangsen qie-pe-qie  pingo] wo dou zici     ta 

Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 1sg all support    3sg 

‘Whether Zhangsan eats apples or not, I support him.’ 

 

 b. *[zangsen ha qie pingo] wo dou zici  ta 

  Z.  HA eat apple 1sg all support 3sg 

      Intended ‘Whether Zhangsan eats apples or not, I support him.’ 
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The contrast illustrated in (21) shows that only the A-not-A string but not ha is allowed in 

concessive adjuncts. It is worth mentioning that (21b) cannot be a simple case of adjunct-island 

violation as (a) neither ha nor the A-not-A string has matrix scope in the intended readings, i.e. no 

question reading is intended in either case; and (b) when they do have matrix scope and a question 

reading is intended, both of them show island-sensitivity: 

(22) a. *[zangsen qie-pe-qie  pingo] ni jiu zici     ta? 

  Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 2sg then support    3sg 

      Intended ‘Do you support Zhangsan if he eats apples or if he doesn’t?’ 

 

b. *[zangsen ha qie pingo] ni jiu zici     ta? 

  Z.  ha eat apple 2sg then support    3sg 

      Intended ‘Do you support Zhangsan if he eats apples or if he doesn’t?’  

A further example that can differentiate ha and an A-not-A string involves an adverb cenjin ‘once’, 

which usually precedes a predicate with the experiential suffix -guo: 

(23) zangsan cenjin qie-guo pingo. 

Z.  once  eat-EXP  apple 

‘Zhangsan once ate apples.’ 

To form a yes-no question based on (23), either ha or an A-not-A string can be used. However, 

there seems to be certain restrictions on their surface positions. Let us first look at ha questions: 

(24) a. zangsen ha cenjin qie-guo pingo?   ha…once 

    Z.  ha once eat-EXP  apple 

‘Did Zhangsan once eat apples?’ 

 

b. */??zangsen  cenjin ha  qie-guo pingo?  *once…ha 

          Z.  once ha eat-EXP  apple 

          Intended ‘Did Zhangsan once eat apples?’ 

The contrast in (24) shows that ha can precede but not follow cenjin ‘once’. On the other hand, 

cenjin allows an A-not-A string to either precede or follow it: 

(25) a. %zangsen cen-mei-cenjin qie-guo pingo?   

       Z.  on-NEG.IMP.-once eat-EXP  apple 

       ‘Did Zhangsan once eat apples?’    A-not-A…once 
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b. zangsen cenjin qie-mei-qie-guo  pingo?   

Z.  once eat-NEG.IMP.-eat- EXP  apple 

‘Did Zhangsan once eat apples?’     once…A-not-A 

(25b) illustrates that an A-not-A string can occur to the right of cenjin ‘once’, a position where ha 

is not allowed (cf. 24b). (26) summarizes this distributional restriction: 

(26) A-not-A/ha…cenjin…A-not-A/*ha 

Thus in constructions like concessive conditionals and positions like post-cenjin, only an A-not-A 

string but not ha is allowed to occur. 

The restriction goes the opposite direction as well: there are certain constructions or positions 

where ha but not the A-not-A string is allowed. One such construction involves PPs. (27b) shows 

that an A-not-A string can precede and thus be formed with a preposition gen ‘with’, and (27c) 

illustrates that ha can also occur in the same pre-PP position. Regarding the interpretations in (27b-

c), if the PP gen lisi ‘with Lisi’ is stressed, then the PP itself is interpreted as narrow focus; if there 

is no special intonation involved, then the entire predicate with PP, i.e. ‘eat apples with Lisi’ is 

interpreted as focus: 

(27) a. zangsan gen lisi qie pingo. 

     Z.  with L. eat apple 

     ‘Zhangsan eats apples with Lisi.’ 

 

 b. zangsan gen-pe-gen  lisi qie pingo?  A-not-A…gen 

     Z.  with-NEG.IMP.-with L. eat apple 

     ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples with Lisi?’  

    or ‘Does Zhangsan eats apples WITH LISI?’ 

 

c. zangsan ha gen lisi qie pingo?   ha…gen 

     Z.  ha with L. eat apple 

     ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples with Lisi?’  

    or ‘Does Zhangsan eats apples WITH LISI?’ 

Thus it seems that both ha and an A-not-A string can precede gen ‘with’: 
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(28) ha/A-not-A…gen 

The predicate in the statement in (29a) involves an adjective hao ‘good’. A yes-no question based 

on (29a) can be asked by forming the A-not-A string with the (29b) or inserting ha before hao 

‘good’ (29c), showing that both ha and an A-not-A string can follow the PP and precede hao ‘good’ 

(29d): 

(29) a. zangsen gen lisi guanxi  hao. 

    Z.  with L. relation good 

    ‘Zhangsan has good relationship with Lisi.’ 

 

b. zangsen gen lisi guanxi  hao-pe-hao?  A-not-A…hao 

    Z.  with L. relation good-NEG.IMP.-good 

   ‘Does Zhangsan have good relationship with Lisi?’ 

 

c. zangsen gen lisi guanxi  ha hao?  ha…hao 

    Z.  with L. relation HA good 

   ‘Are Zhangsan and Lisi close?’ (lit. ‘Does Zhangsan have good relationship with  

    Lisi?’) 

 

d. gen….ha/A-not-A…hao 

(30a) shows that ha can occur before the PP gen lisi ‘with Lisi’. However, surprisingly, although 

an A-not-A string can precede and be formed with gen ‘with’ independently in (27b), it fails to do 

so in (30b): 

(30) a. zangsen ha gen lisi guanxi  hao?  ha…gen 

    Z.  ha with L. relation good 

    ‘Are Zhangsan and Lisi close?’ (lit. ‘Does Zhangsan have good relationship with  

    Lisi?’) 

 

b. *zangsen gen-pe-gen  lisi guanxi  hao?  

      Z.  with-NEG.IMP.-with L. relation good 

      Intended ‘Are Zhangsan and Lisi close?’ (lit. ‘Does Zhangsan have good   

      relationship with Lisi?’)      *A-not-A…gen 

Thus it is clear that in the position preceding the PP gen lisi ‘with Lisi’ in (30), only ha but not an 

A-not-A string is allowed. Furthermore, the reason for this asymmetry is not because of the 
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morphological restriction on what elements can form an A-not-A string, since independently, “A” 

can be spelled-out as gen in (27b). (31) summarizes this asymmetry: 

(31) ha/*A-not-A…gen….ha/A-not-A…hao 

Hence the seemingly parallel behaviors of Wuhu ha and the A-not-A string with respect to island-

sensitivity and intervention effects illustrated in Section 3.2 are somewhat misleading in that, the 

parallel distribution between ha and the A-not-A string falls apart in certain constructions or 

positions: the occurrence of either of them does not always guarantee the occurrence of the other. 

In the rest of this subsection, I propose an analysis to account for the observed distributional 

differences between ha and the A-not-A string.    

Beginning with concessive conditionals, Huddleston (1994) notices that English polar questions 

but not alternative questions are allowed in these constructions. Based on this descriptive 

generalization and the similar contrast seen in (21), I argue that although both the A-not-A string 

and ha can form yes-no questions in Wuhu, they are actually within two distinct functional 

projections; and only the former but not the latter is compatible with concessive conditionals.  

More specifically, the A-not-A string involves a polarity variable, which is the head of a polarity 

phrase, following Holmberg’s (2016) analysis of Mandarin A-not-A questions; whereas ha heads 

a question phrase QuP and that is why it always associates with interrogations. Under this analysis, 

the contrast in (21) is understandable: concessive conditionals may be compatible with variables 

but not questions; (21a) is grammatical since there is no ha and hence no QuP projection within 

the conditional; conversely, (21b) is ungrammatical because ha projects a QuP yet conditionals 

are incompatible with questions. One further evidence for this proposal is that the Mandarin 

attitude adverb daodi ‘truly’, which is argued to be licensed only in questions (Huang & Ochi 

2004), can occur either in ha or A-not-A questions (32a-b), but not concessive conditionals (32c): 
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(32) a. zangsen daodi ha qie pingo? 

Z.  truly ha eat  apple 

‘Does Zhangsan truly eat apples?’ 

   

  b. zangsen daodi qie-pe-qie  pingo? 

      Z.  truly eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

      ‘Does Zhangsan truly eat apples?’ 

 

c. *[zangsen daodi qie-pe-qie  pingo] wo dou zici     ta 

   Z.  truly eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 1sg all support    3sg 

      Intended ‘Whether Zhangsan truly eats apples or not, I support him.’ 

To further elaborate this proposal, I argue that at the Spec position of the QuP headed by ha, there 

is a Q-operator and its occurrence is responsible for a question reading, causing the 

ungrammaticality of (21b). The island-sensitivity and intervention effects found in ha questions 

suggests the movement of the Q-operator. The structure is illustrated in (33): 

(33)   QuP    
             ru         
           Op              Qu’        
                   ru         

               ha 

On the other hand, the polarity variable, spelled-out by the A-not-A string, only introduces 

alternatives and there is no Q-operator within PolP. Hence the occurrence of a polarity variable 

alone is not inherently interrogative, evidenced by the fact that the A-not-A string is allowed in 

the concessive adjunct in (21b). Following Homlberg’s (2016) analysis of the A-not-A string in 

Mandarin A-not-A questions, I assume that the value of the polarity variable is restricted to two 

values [affirmative] and [negative], and when it occurs in yes-no questions and concessive 

conditionals, its value is open, represented as [±Pol]5. This is illustrated in (34): 

 

                                                            
5 According to Holmberg (2016), a declarative sentence without negation gets [affirmative] value as a default, and 

the Pol0 is assigned [negative] by the negation.  
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(34) PolP 
      ru 
  [±Pol] 

      | 

 (A-not-A) 

This approach further allows us to tease apart an A-not-A string and an A-not-A question. An A-

not-A string, encoding the polarity variable, only introduces alternatives and is not inherently 

interrogative. Hence, in an A-not-A question, what the A-not-A string does is merely spell-out the 

open polarity variable, whereas the question interpretation is not directly derived from the polarity 

variable. Instead, it is related to another component of a yes-no question: a Q-operator in Spec 

QuP; although the head of a QuP may be null, which happens to be the case in A-not-A questions. 

Furthermore, in yes-no questions, the unvalued polarity variable is bound by the Q-operator, 

following Bailey’s (2013) analysis of polar questions. The binding relation is satisfied in a 

structure where QuP is higher than PolP, as shown in (35): 

(35)   QuP    
             ru         
           Opi              Qu’        
                  ru         

                ha         … 
   ru 

    PolP 
                    ru 

   [±Pol]i 

Turning to the contrasts shown in (26) and (31), the distributional asymmetry between ha and the 

A-not-A string suggests that ha is allowed to occur to the left of certain adverbial elements like 

cenjin ‘once’ but not always to the right of them; whereas the restriction is reversed when we look 

at the A-not-A string: it is allowed to the right of some adverbial elements (and hence close to the 

main predicates) but not always to the left of the PPs or adverbs. The different behaviors can be 

accounted for under my proposal that ha and the A-not-A string involve separate functional 
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projections. More importantly, the positional asymmetry is understandable given a structure 

proposed in (35): QuP must be higher than certain projections whereas PolP must be lower than 

them.  

Considering cenjin ‘once’, which is related to past tense, is located high in the T domain in Cinque 

(1999), if it is also the case in Chinese languages that ‘once’ is within a relatively high functional 

projection, then (26) is understandable: QuP is within a high projection and it must be higher but 

not lower than ‘once’ in the surface structure; whereas PolP can be either higher or lower than 

‘once’6. A similar argument can be made to account for (31): the PP gen lisi ‘with Lisi’ is so high 

in the structure such that only QuP but not PolP is allowed to occur higher than the PP7.      

Having laid out the difference between ha and the A-not-A string, I propose a uniform structure 

for Wuhu yes-no questions, which have the surface form as either ha or A-not-A questions, 

schematized in (36): 

(36) a. ha questions   b. A-not-A questions    

QuP    QuP 
          ru        ru 
         Opi Qu’       Opi           Qu’ 
        ru      ru   

                       ha        AdvPtense  Qu0     AdvPtense     

        ru  Ø ru 

once            PolP            once           PolP  
                ru           ru 
              [±Pol]i               A-not-Ai 

(36a) is the underlying structure for Wuhu ha questions: ha heads a QuP. There is a Q-operator in 

Spec QuP. The Q-operator binds a null polarity variable, which is the head of a PolP and has open 

                                                            
6 Or, alternatively, cenjin ‘once’ can merge in different positions in the structure: it can be merged either below or 

above PolP, but there is a limit to how high it can merge, i.e. its highest merged position should always be lower than 

QuP. I thank Prof. Harold Torrence for pointing this out to me.  

 
7 Here I leave the question open as whether the PP in (29) is base-generated high or moves to such a high position.   
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polarity. (36b) is the underlying structure for Wuhu A-not-A questions: there is a null version of 

ha, projecting a QuP. The A-not-A string is the spell-out of the polarity variable, which also has 

open polarity. Similar to (36a), the Q-operator binds the polarity variable in (36b). 

Before ending this section, it is worth pointing out that the complementary distribution between 

ha and the A-not-A string illustrated in (11) is not unique to Wuhu. In other Sinitic languages 

which also have a preverbal question particle as well as A-not-A strings, a similar pattern is found, 

such as Taiwanese (Huang et al. 2009): 

(37)  [Taiwanese]  

a. li  kam  bat  jit-e   hakseng?  

   you  kam  know  this-CL  student 

   ‘Do you know this student?’ 

 

b. *li  kam  bat-m-bat   jit-e   hakseng? 

you  kam  know-not-know  this-CL  student 

(Huang et al. 2009: 81, 83) 

The restriction on the co-occurrence of kam and the A-not-A string in (37b) is similar to the Wuhu 

counterpart in (11) as kam and the A-not-A string cannot be clause-mates in a single yes-no 

question. Huang et al. (2009) take this as evidence for the proposal that both kam and A-not-A are 

morphological realizations of the same preverbal Q-morpheme. However, given the distributional 

differences between ha and the A-not-A string presented above, it is not easy to extend this analysis 

to Wuhu: if both of them were to compete for the same position, it is not expected to find 

constructions (concessive conditionals) or positions (pre-‘once’ or pre-PP) where only one but not 

the other is allowed.     

Without further data, for now I leave the question open as how to account for the complementary 

distribution between kam and the A-not-A string in Taiwanese and whether the proposed analysis 

for Wuhu may be extended to Taiwanese. 
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So far, I have provided evidence to show that in Wuhu, ha and the A-not-A string are 

distinguishable: the former heads a functional projection QuP, whereas the latter heads a PolP, 

which is lower than QuP. However, at least two questions immediately arise under this analysis. 

The first one is empirical: whether both heads can be spelled-out within a single yes-no question 

in other Sinitic languages. If yes, then there is a theoretical question: why is such co-occurrence 

not allowed in Wuhu? Section 4 will try to answer the first question. 
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4. Chines yes-no questions in a cross-dialectal perspective   

Starting from Zhu (1985), yes-no questions formed by a clause-internal question particle which is 

similar to Wuhu ha are found in various Sinitic languages, e.g. Southwestern Mandarin (Schaffar 

2000), Wu (Liu 1991, Xu & Shao 1999, Gasde 2004), Min (Huang 1991, Cole & Lee 1997, 

Crosland 1998, Wang & Lien 2001), and Cantonese (Hou 2005). This kind of question is 

traditionally referred to as “K-VP” questions to capture the facts that (a) the question particles 

canonically precede the main predicate; and (b) the shared historical origin of these question 

particles had a velar stop onset in the reconstructed Middle Chinese (Zhu 1985). In this section, I 

will also use “K” as a shorthand for these preverbal question particles in various Sinitic languages. 

If the structures proposed in (36) are on the right track and are is not Wuhu-specific, then several 

predictions can be made by this analysis. First, in other Chinese dialects/languages which also 

have “K-VP” questions and A-not-A questions, both Qu0 (“K” morpheme) and Pol0 (the A-not-A 

string) are expected to be spelled-out within a single yes-no question. Secondly, since the PolP is 

lower than QuP, when both the Qu and Pol heads are pronounced, the prediction is that in the 

surface structure Qu0 will always precede Pol0 and the reversed order will not be attested. Thirdly, 

when both heads are pronounced, it is expected that they can be separated by adverbs or PPs we 

saw in Section 3.3. In addition, it is also expected that only A-not-A string but not “K” morphemes 

are allowed in concessive conditionals. These predictions and expectations will be tested in this 

section. 

A-not-A questions are also well attested in various Chinese dialects (Zhu 1985, Cole & Lee 1997, 

Gasde 2004, etc.). Unlike Wuhu or Taiwanese, many of these dialects turn out to allow both the 

question particle and the A-not-A string to co-occur within the same yes-no question, surfacing as 
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“K+A-not-A” questions. According to my own elicitation, a different variety of Jianghuai 

Mandarin, the Nanjing dialect, shows this pattern: 

(38) Nanjing 

a. ni qie-pe-qie  fen?   A-not-A question 

2sg eat-NEG.IMP.-eat meal 

‘Will you eat?’ 

 

b. ni a qie fen?    a-question 

2sg A eat meal 

‘Will you eat?’ 

 

c. ni a qie-pe-qie  fen?  a+A-not-A question  

2sg A eat-NEG.IMP.-eat meal 

    ‘Will you eat?’ 

 

d. *ni  qie-pe-qie  a fen? *A-not-A+a 

      2sg  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat A meal 

      Intended ‘will you eat?’ 

      (Field notes 12-10-17)  

Similar to Wuhu, Nanjing also has both A-not-A questions (38a) and K-VP questions formed with 

a clause-internal question particle a (38b). (38c) shows that, unlike Wuhu or Taiwanese, the 

question particle a can co-occur with the A-not-A string. Moreover, the contrast between (38c) 

and (38d) shows the predicted ordering restriction: a can only precede but not follow the A-not-A 

string. This is exactly predicted if the structure proposed for Wuhu yes-no questions in (36) can be 

extended to Nanjing: the question particle and the A-not-A string are within distinct projections, 

QuP and PolP; and QuP is higher than PolP so that the Op can bind the polarity variable, thus the 

predicted surface order is that Qu0 precedes but not follows Pol0. The trees in (39) illustrate the 

relevant structures for (38c) and (38d) respectively: QuP headed by a is higher than PolP headed 

by the A-not-A string in (38c, 39a), whereas the hierarchical relation is reversed in (38d, 39b), 

which is ruled out by (36). 
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(39) a.    QuP   b.       *PolP 
          ru        ru 
         a            PolP   A-not-A        QuP  
       ru                 ru 

A-not-A      a 

Section 3.3 illustrated some distributional differences between the Q0 and Pol0 in Wuhu with 

respect to adverbs like cenjin ‘once’ and PPs like gen Lisi ‘with Lisi’. Since (38c) shows that both 

of them can be pronounced in a single yes-no question in Nanjing, if Nanjing shares the same 

underlying structures of yes-no questions as Wuhu, it is predicted that Nanjing will show the 

following word order patterns when both heads are spelled-out: 

(40) a. a…cenjin…A-not-A 

 b. a…gen….A-not-A 

These predicted patterns are tested in (41): 

(41) Nanjing 

a. ?zangsen a cenjin qie-mei-qie-guo  pingo? 

         Z.  A once eat-NEG.PERF.-eat-EXP  apple 

     ‘Did Zhangsan once eat apples?’    a…cenjin…A-not-A  

  

  b. ?zangsen a gen lisi guanxi  hao-pe-hao? 

              Z.  A with L. relation good-NEG.IMP.-good 

       ‘Are Zhangsan and Lisi close?’    a…gen….A-not-A 

       (Field notes 10-8-18) 

A further argument for my proposal that Nanjing a heads Qu0 whereas the A-not-A string encodes 

the polarity variable is related to their distribution within conditionals. Recall that in (21), only the 

A-not-A string but not ha is allowed in conditionals in Wuhu, which lead to my proposal that they 

involve separate projections. Under this analysis, it is expected that, although in Nanjing a and the 

A-not-A string can be both overt in questions, only the A-not-A string is allowed in conditionals, 

which is tested in (42): 
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(42) Nanjing 

a. [zangsen qie-pe-qie  boze]  wo dou pe   

Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat steamed bun  1sg all NEG.IMP. 

hui  ki mai. 

will  go buy 

‘Whether Zhangsan eats steamed buns or not, I won’t buy (them).’ 

 

b. *[zangsen a qie boze] wo dou pe hui ki mai. 

 

c. *[zangsen a   qie-pe-qie boze] wo dou pe hui ki mai. 

    (Field notes 5-1-18) 

The pattern in Nanjing is identical to what was found in Wuhu: only the A-not-A string is allowed 

in concessive conditionals (42a), whereas neither a nor a+A-not-A is allowed (42b-c). This 

distributional difference is straightforward under my analysis: the occurrence of a projects a QuP, 

which derives a question reading and is incompatible with a conditional.     

Under my analysis, various surface forms of polar questions including Nanjing K+A-not-A 

questions, Wuhu and Nanjing A-not-A and K-VP questions reflect the interactions between overt 

and null functional heads. If both heads are spelled-out, the question surfaces as K+A-not-A. When 

only Pol0 is overt and Qu0 is null, it is then an A-not-A question on the surface. Conversely, if Qu0 

is overt but Pol0 is null, it surfaces as a K-VP question. The typology of yes-no questions in these 

dialects is summarized in the following table8: 

(43) Table 1. Typology of Chinese yes-no questions 

Surface form of yes-no questions Qu0 Pol0 

K+A-not-A Overt Overt 

A-not-A Null Overt 

K-VP Overt Null 

 

                                                            
8  Nanjing is not the only Sinitic language that has K+A-not-A polar questions. Relevant data from other 

languages/dialects can be found in Appendix A. Moreover, it seems that the spell-out of the polarity variable is not 

limited to the A-not-A string. Some Sinitic languages require an obligatory negation morpheme to follow a clause-

internal question particle in neutral polar questions, showing the form of “K-not” questions. These data are shown in 

Appendix B. 
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In this section, I provided cross-dialectal evidence for my analysis of Chinese yes-no questions in 

(36): the co-occurrence of a clause-internal question particle a and an A-not-A string within the 

same yes-no question in Nanjing argues against the analysis that they compete for the same 

position; instead, such co-occurrence provides direct evidence that they are within distinguishable 

functional projections. Moreover, the Qu0 and Pol0 in Nanjing share several distributional 

properties as their Wuhu counterparts. The various surface forms of yes-no questions (K-VP, A-

not-A, K-A-not-A) reflects the typology of overt and covert Qu0 and Pol0. In the next section, I 

will look at the position of QuP and PolP in the clausal spine. 
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5. The positions of QuP and PolP 

The main focus of this section is to answer question (iii) raised in Section 1, which concerns the 

surface positions of QuP and PolP in the clausal spine. I will try to pinpoint QuP and PolP in the 

clausal spine from a cartographic approach by systematically investigating the interactions 

between QuP and PolP on the one hand, and other functional projections on the other.  

(36) makes two general predictions regarding the positions of QuP and PolP. On the one hand, the 

upper bound of QuP should apply to PolP: projections that are higher than QuP must also be higher 

than PolP. On the other hand, the lower bound of PolP should apply to QuP: projections that are 

lower than PolP must be lower than QuP as well. These two predictions will be tested below. The 

primary methodology is to look at their interactions with other functional projections. 

5.1. The upper bound 

This section focuses on functional projections that are higher than QuP and PolP. To begin with, 

we can look at their interactions with the adverb daodi ‘lit. to the bottom’. In Mandarin, it forms 

‘wh-the-hell’ questions, illustrated in (44).  

(44) Mandarin 

Zhangsan daodi chi shenme? 

Z.  truly eat what 

‘What the hell does Zhangsan eat?’ 

Huang & Ochi (2004) propose that in Mandarin ‘wh-the-hell’ questions like (44), daodi occupies 

the specifier position of an Attitude Phrase, which is the highest projection within the IP. There is 

a structural restriction on a [+Q] Spec CP, daodi and its wh-associate: the [+Q] Spec CP c-

commands daodi, and daodi c-commands its wh-associate. As pointed out in Chen (2016), in 

Wuhu ‘ha-the-hell’ questions, daodi also needs to c-command ha, illustrated in (45): 
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(45) a. zangsen daodi ha qie pingo?    daodi…ha 

Z.  truly HA eat apple 

‘Let me get to the answer: does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

 

  b. *zangsen ha daodi qie pingo?    *ha…daodi 

  Z.  HA truly eat apple 

      Intended ‘Let me get to the answer: does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

Thus the Wuhu ‘A-not-A the hell’ questions is predicted to follow the same order restriction in 

that daodi should precede rather than follow the A-not-A string, which seems to be the case: 

(46) a. zangsen daodi qie-pe-qie  pingo?  daodi…A-not-A 

Z.  truly eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

‘Let me get to the answer: does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

 

b. *zangsen dao-pe-daodi  qie pingo?  *A-not-A…daodi 

      Z.  tru-NEG.IMP.-truly eat apple 

      Intended ‘Let me get to the answer: does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

The fact that daodi must precede the A-not-A string in (46) suggests that daodi also c-commands 

the A-not-A string in Wuhu ‘A-not-A-the-hell’ questions, and thus the AttP is higher than the PolP. 

Thus Chen’s (2018) analysis of Mandarin ‘A-not-A-the-hell’ questions can be extended to Wuhu: 

(47)   IP 
     ru 
         AttP 
              ru 
       QuP     

ru 
              Qu             PolP 

             ru 
                   ±Pol 

Next we can look at preposed objects, illustrated in the following examples: 

(48) a. zangsen jingcang qie pingo. 

Z.  often  eat apple 

‘Zhangsan often eats apples.’ 

 

  b. zangsen pingo  jingcang qie.  Preposed object…often 

Z.  apple  often  eat  

    ‘Zhangsan often eats apples.’ 
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In (48b), the internal argument surfaces in a position preceding the adverb jincang rather than its 

canonical post-verbal position (48a). The examples in (49) show the interaction between ha and 

preposed objects. 

(49) a. zangsen pingo ha jingcang qie?  Preposed object…ha 

    Z.  apple HA often  eat 

    ‘Does Zhangsan often eat apples?’ 

 

b. *zangsen ha pingo jingcang qie?  *ha…preposed object 

      Z.  HA apple often  eat 

      Intended ‘Does Zhangsan often eat apples?’ 

The contrast in (49) demonstrates that ha must follow rather than precede the preposed object. 

Since preposed objects like (48b) have been argued to be within an IP-internal TopP (Paul 2005, 

Badan 2008, Badan & Del Gobbo 2015), (49) suggests that the IP internal TopP is higher than 

QuP in the surface structure: 

(50)    IP 
     ru 
         TopP 
              ru 
       QuP     

ru 
             ha  

Thus, if A-not-A questions are compatible with preposed objects, then the prediction is that the 

preposed objects must also precede the A-not-A string. This prediction is tested in (51): 

(51) a. zangsen pingo jing-pe-jingcang qie? Preposed object…A-not-A 

Z.  apple of- NEG.IMP.-often eat 

‘Does Zhangsan often eat apples?’ 

 

b. *zangsen jing-pe-jingcang pingo qie? *A-not-A…preposed object 

  Z.  of- NEG.IMP.-often  apple eat 

      Intended ‘Does Zhangsan often eat apples?’ 

The prediction is borne out: the preposed objects can only precede but not follow the A-not-A 

string. This order restriction receives a natural account under my analysis: given that the IP-internal 
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TopP is found to be higher than QuP (50), the TopP must be also higher than PolP since QuP is 

already higher than PolP: 

(52)  IP 
     ru 
         TopP 
              ru 
       QuP     

ru 
         PolP 

             ru 
                          A-not-A 

An additional prediction of this analysis concerns clauses of different “sizes”. According to the 

analysis in (36), a clause containing QuP is “bigger” than a clause containing PolP but not QuP. 

As clauses embedded under a subset of control verbs have been argued to lack high projections in 

Mandarin (Paul 2005), we can test whether each of these two projections is allowed under certain 

control verbs in Wuhu.  

To begin with, since it is already argued that AttP and TopP are higher than QuP (hence also PolP), 

let us first look at whether AttP can be embedded under these control verbs: 

(53) a. zangsen daodi dasun qie-pe-qie  pingo?  daodi…plan 

Z.  truly plan eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple  

‘Let me get to the answer: does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

 

b. *zangsen dasun daodi qie-pe-qie  pingo?  *plan…daodi 

  Z.  plan truly eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

      Intended ‘Let me get to the answer: does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

(53) illustrates that daodi is compatible with an A-not-A question embedded under a control verb 

only when daodi is in the main clause, and it is not allowed to occur in the embedded clause, 

suggesting that the embedded clause does not allow high projections like AttP. Turning to IP-

internal TopP: (54) demonstrates that the embedded object cannot occur in a preverbal position in 
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the embedded clause under qun ‘advise’ but it can surface in the preverbal position in the main 

clause, showing a pattern similar to Mandarin reported in Fu (1994). 

(54) a. *lisi  qun zangsen pingo  qie.       *advise…preposed object 

      L.  advise Z.  apple eat 

      Intended ‘Lisi advises Zhangsan to eat apples.’ 

 

b. ?lisi  pingo qun zangsen qie.        Preposed object…advise 

  L.  apple advise Z.  eat 

 ‘Lisi advises Zhangsan to eat apples.’ 

Following Paul (2005), the unavailability of a preposed object in the embedded clause under 

control verbs is understandable if we assume the embedded clause lacks high projections like TopP.  

Thus it is clear that embedded clauses under certain control verbs are not big enough to hold some 

high IP-internal projections. Going back to QuP and PolP, the following example shows that only 

the A-not-A string (PolP) but not ha (QuP) is allowed in such constructions. 

(55) a. zangsen dasun qie pingo. 

Z.  plan eat apple 

‘Zhangsan plans to eat apples.’ 

  b. ?zangsen dasun qie-pe-qie  pingo?  plan…A-not-A 

  Z.  plan eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

      ‘Does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

 

c. ??/*zangsen  dasun ha qie pingo?  *plan…ha 

           Z.  plan HA eat apple 

           Intended ‘Does Zhangsan plan to eat apples?’ 

 

(56) a. lisi qun zangsen qie pingo. 

     L. advise Z.  eat apple 

     ‘Lisi advises Zhangsan to eat apples.’ 

 

b. ?lisi  qun zangsen qie-pe-qie  pingo? 

       L.  advise Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

       ‘Does Lisi advise Zhangsan to eat apples?’          advise…A-not-A 

 

c. ??/*lisi qun  zangsen ha qie pingo? 

            L. advise  Z.  HA  eat apple 

            Intended ‘Does Lisi advise Zhangsan to eat apples?’         *advise…ha 
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The sentences in (55-56) illustrate that certain control verbs allow the A-not-A string but not ha to 

occur in their complement clauses. This contrast receives a straightforward account under an 

analysis that the embedded clause under the control verb lacks high projections like QuP (and also 

higher projections including AttP and IP-internal TopP) but does allow lower projections like PolP.  

5.2. The lower bound  

In this section, I turn to projections that are lower than QuP and PolP. A general prediction is that 

the lower bound of PolP should also apply to QuP. First, the examples in (57) show how the A-

not-A string is realized in the presence of modals: 

(57) a. zangsan hui-pe-hui  qie pingo?  A-not-A…will 

Z.  will- NEG.IMP.-will eat apple 

‘Will Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

 

b. *zangsen hui qie-pe-qie  pingo?  *will…A-not-A 

      Z.  will eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple 

      Intended ‘Will Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

The above contrast illustrates that, although the A-not-A string can independently be formed with 

main verbs like qie ‘eat’, when modals like hui ‘will’ occur, the A-not-A string must be formed 

with the modal. Assuming ModP is higher than vP, the contrast is understandable if PolP must be 

higher than ModP. Since QuP is higher than PolP, which is in turn higher than ModP, ha must 

precede modals as well:  

(58) a. zangsan ha hui qie pingo?   ha…will 

Z.  HA will eat apple 

‘Will Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

 

b. *zangsen hui ha qie pingo?   *will…ha 

      Z.  will HA eat apple 

      Intended ‘Will Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

Another diagnostic testing the lower bound of QuP and PolP involves ‘even’-focus constructions, 

as exemplified in (59): 
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(59) a. zangsen jincang lin pingo dou qie. often… ‘even’-focus 

Z.  often  even apple all eat 

‘Zhangsan often eats even apples.’ 

 

  b. zangsen lin pingo dou jincang qie. ‘even’-focus…often 

      Z.  even apple all often  eat 

    ‘Zhangsan often eats even apples.’  

In (58), the internal argument pingo ‘apple’ is focused by a lin…dou ‘even..all’ construction which 

can either follow or precede adverbs like jincang ‘often’. The ‘even’-focus construction is argued 

to be within an IP-internal FocP (Paul 2005, Badan 2008, Badan & Del Gobbo 2015), which is 

higher than vP (Tsai 2015). Similar to cenjin ‘once’, which may surface in various positions (24-

25), the adverb jincang ‘often’ may also occur in different positions9. The surface structures of (59) 

are shown below10: 

(60) a. IP     b. IP 
ru          ru 

Zhangsan   AdvP    Zhangsan     FocP 
              ru                 ru 
        jincang        FocP   lian  pingo  dou      AdvP 

        often        ru   even apples all   ru 
 lian  pingo  dou      vP     jincang      vP 

 even apples all      often   

        qie          qie 

        eat          eat       

Now let us look at how ‘even’-focus construction interacts with the A-not-A string. 

(61) a. zangsen jin-pe-jincang lin pingo dou qie? 

Z.  of-NEG.IMP.-often even apple all eat 

‘Does Zhangsan often eat even apples?’        A-not-A…often… ‘even’ 

 

  b. *zangsen lin pingo dou jin-pe-jincang qie? 

        Z.  even apple all of-NEG.IMP.-often eat 

          Intended ‘Does Zhangsan often eat even apples?’     *‘even’…A-not-A…often 

                                                            
9 I leave the question open as whether it is externally merged in these positions or it involves internal merge. 

 
10 These structures merely illustrate a hierarchical relation between FocP and AdvP. I am not committed to any 

specific analysis of the internal structure of lin pingo dou.  
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The contrast in (61) shows that although the ‘even’-focus construction can either precede or follow 

jincang in a declarative sentence (59), in an A-not-A question, the A-not-A string formed with 

jincang must precede instead of following the ‘even’-focus construction. The order restriction is 

accounted for if we assume that in the surface structure, PolP headed by the A-not-A string is 

higher than the IP-internal FocP11. If this is true, one further prediction is that QuP headed by ha 

must also be higher than FocP. This can be tested by looking at the interaction between ‘even’-

focus construction and ha: 

(62) a. zangsen ha jincang  lin pingo dou qie? 

Z.  HA often  even apple all eat 

‘Does Zhangsan often eat even apples?’   ha…often… ‘even’ 

 

  b. *zangsen lin pingo dou ha jincang  qie? 

        Z.  even apple all HA often  eat 

       Intended ‘Does Zhangsan often eat even apples?’ 

 *‘even’…ha…often 

The prediction seems to be borne out in (62): ha must precede but not follow the ‘even’-focus 

construction, suggesting that QuP is indeed also higher than FocP. (63a) shows the underlying 

structure of (61a, 62a) and (63b) is the structure of (61b, 62b): 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
11 In addition to this approach which refers to a fixed position of PolP above IP-internal FocP, another reason why 

(83b) is ungrammatical may be that the “even” focus induces intervention effects to the null Q-operator.   
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(63) a. IP    b. *IP 
ru         ru 

Zhangsan    QuP    Zhangsan     FocP 
  ru         ru 

      PolP    lin    pingo  dou      QuP 

ru    even apples all  ru 

       AdvP          PolP 
                      ru               ru     
          jincang        FocP     AdvP 

           often        ru           ru  
      lin    pingo  dou      vP      jincang vP           

                            even apples all       often   

                         qie              qie 

                                     eat              eat 

In addition, (63) illustrates that the reason why (61b, 62b) are ungrammatical is not because the 

occurrence of QuP (and PolP) somehow disallows a lower jincang. Instead, the restriction is on 

the surface position of ha (QuP, hence also PolP): as long as QuP (and PolP) is higher than FocP, 

the sentence is grammatical. 

(64) a. zangsen ha lin pingo dou jincang  qie? 

      Z.  HA even apple all often  eat 

     ‘Does Zhangsan often eat even apples?’ 

 

     b.        IP     
ru          

Zhangsan    QuP     
  ru          

 ha        PolP     
ei     

              FocP           
                           ei                    
         lin    pingo  dou           AdvP      

          even apples all        ru             
    jincang   vP            
               often           

                                qie        

                       eat                             
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To summarize this section, focusing on Wuhu ha and A-not-A questions, I investigated both the 

lower and upper bounds of the positions of QuP and PolP: they are lower than AttP and IP-internal 

TopP, and they are higher than ModP and IP-internal FocP. Furthermore, clauses embedded under 

control verbs do not allow functional projections that are higher than PolP, including QuP, TopP 

and AttP. The following tree schematizes where QuP and PolP are located in the clausal spine: 

(65)  

                          IP 
                     ru 
            {AttP, TopP, AdvPhigh} 

                 ru 

                       QuP 
                         ru 
                    Opi          Qu’     

              ru 

ha             AdvPtense 
   ru 
once       PolP 

                    ru 
                        [±Pol]i      {ModP, FocP, AdvPlow} 
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6. Movement in yes-no questions 

In this section, I focus on the movement involved in the derivation of Chinese yes-no questions. I 

briefly evaluate an alternative analysis of the question particle that the Qu0 actually surfaces in the 

left periphery either via either external merge or overt movement. I will provide evidence to show 

that it is the Q-operator rather than the polarity variable moves in yes-no questions and the landing 

site is Spec FocP. 

To begin with, one could argue that Chinese yes-no questions involve the same kind of derivation 

proposed for Tlingit in Cable (2007), in which the Q-particle undergoes overt movement to the 

matrix C-domain, pied-piping its complement12. Thus an embedded ha question like (66a) may 

actually have a derived structure like (66b), following Cable’s analysis of Tlingit wh-questions: 

(66) a. lisi juede [zangsen ha qie pingo]? 

L. think Z.  HA eat apple 

‘Does Lisi think Zhangsan eats apples or Zhangsan does not eat apples?’ 

  

  b.            ForcePMATRIX 
           qp  

        IPi                               Force’  
                                    ru    

     lisi juede zangsen tj      ForceQ     FocP 

                L.  think  Z.              ru 
      QuPj       Foc’ 
   ty            ty    

                          ha      PolP     FocQ      IP 

                  ty                 ti 
             ±Pol     vP 

               

                            qie   pingo 

                 eat   apples 

                                                            
12 Extending Cable’s analysis to Chinese, this derivation happens if Qu selects the PolP. Considering the fact that in 

Nanjing, no element can intervene between a and the A-not-A string, a may have such selectional property. 
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In (66b), the Qu0 ha is attracted to [Spec, FocP] in the left periphery of the matrix clause, and the 

complement of ha is pied-piped along the overt movement of ha. Furthermore, IP containing only 

the matrix clause and the embedded subject undergoes remnant movement to matrix [Spec, 

ForceP], deriving the surface word order. However, this analysis seems to overgenerate 

ungrammatical embedded ha questions where there are scope-bearing elements in the matrix 

clause: 

(67) lisi (*pe/*jiu)  juede [zangsen ha qie pingo]? 

   L. NEG.IMP./only  think Z.  HA eat apple 

‘Does Lisi (*not/*only) think Zhangsan eats apples or Zhangsan doesn’t eat apples?’  

As seen in (67), the occurrence of negation pe and focus particle jiu in the matrix clause induces 

intervention effects in the sentence. However, under the overt movement analysis proposed in 

(66b), nothing rules (67) out as no covert movement is involved. Conversely, this phenomenon is 

easily captured by my proposal which does not involve overt movement: what moves is the Q-

operator; since it is an instance of covert movement, it is sensitive to scope-bearing elements like 

pe and jincang. 

(68) [FocP [IP lisi pe/jiu juede [IP zangsen [QuP Opi [Qu’ ha [PolP [±Pol]i [vP qie pingo]]]]]]] 

                    ✗       

Bailey (2013) argues that polar questions involve two elements, a Q feature on ForceP and a 

polarity variable. The Q feature can be encoded by a sentence-final question particle. Similarly, 

Holmberg (2016) assumes two components in Mandarin A-not-A questions: the polarity variable 

A-not-A, which covertly moves to the C-domain; and a Q-force marker which is (optionally) 

spelled-out as a sentence final Q-particle and takes the CP as complement. Thus both of them 

assume that question particles encode Force0, which is the highest head. However, this approach 

cannot be easily extended to Chinese yes-no questions involving clause-internal questions 

particles: in order to maintain the claim that the Q particle is the spell-out of Force0, which is the 
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highest head in the structure, there are two options to derive embedded ha questions like (66a). 

The first one is to postulate that ha is base-generated in the left periphery of the matrix clause at 

Force0, and what surfaces below ha overtly moves to a positon lower than ha, followed by remnant 

movement of the IP to matrix [Spec, ForceP], illustrated in (69): 

(69)    ForcePMATRIX 
           qp  

     IPi                               Force’ 
                                       ru 
              lisi juede zangsen tj                 ha        PolP 

   L.  think  Z.                 ru 
   ±Pol       YP  
    ru 

         vPj              IP 

                           ti 
                     qie    pingo 

     eat    apples 

The alternative does not assume that ha is base-generated as matrix Force0 but postulates overt 

head movement of ha to Force0, and the rest of the derivation is similar to (69): what surfaces 

below ha (including PolP headed by the null polarity variable) overtly moves to a position lower 

than ha, followed by remnant movement of the IP to matrix [Spec, ForceP], as shown below. 

(70)               ForcePMATRIX 
           qp  

     IPi                               Force’ 
                                       ru 
              lisi juede zangsen tj                 hak        YP 

   L.  think  Z.                 ru 
   QuP         IP 

           ty           ti 
           tk     PolP 
                   ty            

           ±Pol     vPj               
                            
                        qie    pingo 

                         eat    apples 
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However, the matrix base-generation analysis like (69) fails to explain why ha questions are island-

sensitive and subject to intervention effects. Whereas although an overt head movement analysis 

like (70) can account for island-sensitivity, it leaves the observed intervention effects unexplained 

either.  

As seen in embedded ha question (66-70), any analysis that puts the clause-internal ha in the left 

periphery would have to argue that everything occurs to its left must be higher in the left periphery 

as well. Although it may not work for embedded ha questions as the above derivations show, in 

the case of matrix ha questions, one could still argue that elements preceding ha is topicalized and 

ha is within some functional projection that is lower than the TopP in the CP domain. For instance, 

a matrix ha question like (2b), repeated here as (71a), the “subject” DP is actually a topic. However, 

this hypothesis receives challenges from the following example: 

(71) a. zangsen ha qie pingo?               

    Z.  HA eat apple 

                ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

 

b. (so-yu / du-yu)  sen-ge  zen ha nen baomin? 

    less-than / more-than three-CL person HA can apply 

    ‘Can (less than / more than) three people apply?’ 

Since it has been well recognized that Chinese languages do not allow indefinite topics (Chao 1968; 

Li and Thompson 1981), the topic analysis under-generate grammatical matrix ha questions like 

(70), which does allow indefinite subjects. Thus the DPs preceding ha in matrix ha questions are 

real subjects and have not been topicalized.  

Furthermore, it has been pointed out that Mandarin left dislocated DPs are base generated in the 

left periphery and the co-indexed pronouns occupy the subject position (Paul & Whitman 2017). 

If this generalization also holds in Wuhu, then a left-periphery analysis of ha cannot easily explain 

(72) where ha follows a subject pronoun which is co-indexed with the dislocated DP. 
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(72) zangseni (nan),  tai ha qie pingo? 

Z.  TOP 3SG HA eat apple 

‘Speaking of Zhangsan, does he eat apples?’ 

Another piece of evidence against the proposal that sentence-internal Q-particles are Force heads 

involves SFPs in questions, which will also help us further understand the formation of yes-no 

questions. As shown in (73), in Wuhu yes-no questions, in addition to ha (72a) or the A-not-A 

string (73b), there is also an optional SFP a, which can optionally occur in wh-questions as well 

(73c):  

(73) a. zangsan ha qie pingo (a)? 

    Z.  HA eat apple  A 

    ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

 

b. zangsen qie-pe-qie  pingo (a)? 

         Z.  eat-NEG.IMP.-eat apple  A 

    ‘Does Zhangsan eat apples?’ 

 

c. zangsen qie seme (a)? 

Z.  eat what  A 

‘What does Zhangsan eat?’ 

Native speakers report that the occurrence of SFP a typically makes a question have a “softer tone” 

and thus sound “more polite”. Li’s (2006) argues that Mandarin SFPs “modify” yes-no questions 

and “indicate the degree of the speaker’s wish that the question be answered”. Speaker’s intuition 

thus seems to be consistent with this approach: with SFP a, the question becomes more polite by 

reducing the questioner’s wish that this question be answered. Hence the SFP a in Wuhu seems to 

be an illocutionary Force head, roughly meaning “(please kindly) tell me…”. The co-occurrence 

of ha and a in (73a) also suggests that they do not compete for the same position and thus does not 

support the idea that ha is a Force0.   

In Section 3, it was argued that the Q-operator moves, which explains the island-sensitivity and 

intervention effects in yes-no questions. However, it was not made clear as where the landing site 
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is. Having argued that question particles are not Force heads and do not surface in the left periphery, 

I propose a modification to Bailey’s (2013) analysis regarding the derivation of yes-no questions. 

She argues that, in yes-no questions without narrow focus, the polarity variable itself is the focus 

and it moves to Spec FocP. I assume the same idea that polarity is the focus in yes-no questions 

without narrow focus but argue that what moves in yes-no question is not the polarity variable 

itself, but the Q-operator. This proposal is supported by possible answers to embedded ha 

questions: 

(74) a. Q: lisi tinjiang [zangsen ha qie pingo]? 

     L. hear   Z.  HA eat apple 

         ‘Did Lisi hear Zhangsan eats apples or Zhangsan does not eat apples?’ 

 

b. A: qie /pe  qie /*tinjiang /*mei  tinjiang 

         eat  NEG.IMP. eat          hear     NEG.PERF. hear  

         ‘Yes./No. ’ 

Furthermore, as the question-answer pair in (74) shows, an embedded ha question with matrix 

question reading is required to be answered by repeating the embedded verb rather than the matrix 

verb, suggesting that the set of alternatives denoted by (74a) is (75a) instead of (75b) and thus ha 

only scopes over elements to its right: 

(75) a. {Lisi heard that Zhangsan eats apples; Lisi heard that Zhangsan doesn’t eat  

     apples.} 

b. {Lisi heard that Zhangsan eats apples; Lisi didn’t hear that Zhangsan eats apples.} 

The fact that only the proposition denoted by the embedded clause is affected by the polarity 

variable thus does not support the analysis in which the polarity variable moves, since it would 

then scope over the matrix predicate as well and derive the unattested reading in (75b). Instead, I 

argue that it is the Q-operator that moves and it binds the polarity variable to makes sure that the 

latter is interpreted as the focus. The structure in (76) summarizes my analysis of Chinese yes-no 

questions so far:  
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(76) ForceP 
       ru 
     (SFP)      FocP 
    ru 

              Foc’ 
            ru 
                 IP 
                     ru 
            {AttP, TopP, AdvPhigh} 

                 ru 

                       QuP 
                         ru 
                    Opi          Qu’     

              ru 

ha             AdvPtense 
   ru 
once       PolP 

                    ru 
                        [±Pol]i      {ModP, FocP, AdvPlow} 
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7. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, based on distributional differences between ha and the A-not-A string in Wuhu, I 

argued that they are within separate functional projections: QuP and PolP respectively; the former 

always associates with a question reading and the latter only introduces alternatives but does not 

necessarily correspond to a question reading. Furthermore, I proposed a uniform analysis for both 

ha and A-not-A questions that they both involve an IP-internal QuP and a lower PolP. This 

proposal was supported by the co-occurrence of clause-internal question particles and A-not-A 

string (or negation morphemes) across Chinese dialects/languages. In the clausal spine, QuP and 

PolP are lower than AttP and IP-internal TopP but are higher than ModP and IP-internal FocP. It 

was also shown that the subjects in ha questions are not topics and ha cannot be in the left periphery, 

via either external merge or internal merge. The Q-operator base-generated at Spec QuP moves to 

Spec FocP whereas the polarity variable remains in-situ. 

However, according to the typology summarized in Table. 1, it is unexpected that Wuhu does not 

allow K-A-not-A questions: since it has both overt Qu0 and overt Pol0, so far nothing prevents 

from them co-occurring within the same yes-no question under my analysis. The puzzle is then 

how to account for the distinction between Wuhu and dialects like Nanjing, the second question 

raised at the end of Section 3.  

This question may be better addressed by looking at another interesting property of Wuhu ha 

questions: the position of ha varies, and when it is not in the canonical preverbal position, the 

constituent immediately follows ha is interpreted as the narrow focus in the yes-no question. 

(77) a. Q: ha zangsen qie pingo? 

         HA Z.  eat apple 

         ‘Does ZHANGSAN eat apples?’ 
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b. A: si-di /pe  si-di /*qie  /*pe  qie /*zangsen 

         be-de NEG.IMP be-de    eat    NEG.IMP eat    Z. 

         ‘Yes./No.’ 

(77a) shows that ha can occur in the sentence-initial position, and the subject which follows ha is 

interpreted as the narrow focus. Surprisingly, once ha is not in the canonical preverbal position 

and the yes-no question involves a narrow focus, it is impossible to answer such a question by 

repeating the main verb. And it cannot be answered by repeating the focused subject DP either. 

Instead, the answer must be formed with a copula, as demonstrated in (77b).  

Since a ha question with narrow focus like (77a) is still a yes-no question, I assume that it partially 

shares the same underlying structure as in (36). Moreover, following Holmberg’s (2016) proposal 

that answers to yes-no questions share the same underlying structures as questions, the answer 

pattern in (77b) leads me to suspect that Wuhu yes-no questions with narrow focus may have a 

null copula/focus-marker in the underlying structure, illustrated in (78): 

(78) QuP 
         ru 
    ha            PolP 

     ru  

  ±Pol            XP 
    ru 

(si)        YP 

 

         zangsen eat apples 

On the other hand, in Nanjing, the surface position of the Qu head, a, does not seem to be as 

flexible as Wuhu ha: 

(79) Nanjing 

*a  zangsen qie pingo? 

  A Z.  eat apple 

  Intended ‘Does ZHANGSAN eat apples?’ 

  (Field notes 3-12-18) 
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Assuming the distinction between (77a) and (79) is that Wuhu but not Nanjing has a null copula, 

then we may be able to account for the fact that Wuhu does not allow the co-occurrence of an overt 

Qu0 and an overt Pol0 whereas Nanjing does: there might also be a null copula in Wuhu yes-no 

questions without narrow focus, and the null copula in Wuhu blocks the Pol0 from being 

pronounced as it intervenes between the Pol and the element which may otherwise form the A-

not-A string; on the other hand, since in Nanjing there is no such null copula intervening between 

the polarity variable and lower element, the Pol0 can be successfully spelled-out. This difference 

is illustrated in (80): 

(80) a. Wuhu    b. Nanjing 

QuP         QuP    
         ru    ru 
    ha            PolP              a             PolP 

     ru             ru 

  ±Pol            XP         ±Pol            vP 
    ru 

(si)        vP 
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APPENDIX A: K+A-not-A questions in Chinese dialects 

 

• Huai’an dialect (Jianghuai Mandarin, Zhang 1990, Zhang 2012. The bolding is mine.) 

 

(1)    a. Xiaowang mai mei mai dao dian-yin piao? 

    X.  buy not buy arrive movie  ticket 

‘Did Xiaowang buy movie tickets?’    A-not-A question 

 

  b. ni hai chu-qu  a?                

      2sg HAI out-go  SFP 

      ‘Will you go out?’       hai question 

 

  c. ni hai qu bu qu a?        

      2sg HAI go not go SFP 

      ‘Will you go?’       hai+A-not-A question 

• Gao’you dialect (Jianghuai Mandarin, Zhang 1990. The bolding is mine.) 

 

(2)   a. ni ha chi yan  a?   ha questions 

2sg HA eat cigarette SFP 

‘Do you smoke?’ 

 

  b. ni *(ha) lai bu lai a?   ha+A-not-A question 

      2sg     HA come not come SFP 

      ‘Will you come?’   

• Colloquial Singapore Teochew (Southern Min, Cole & Lee 1997): 

 

(3)   a. Ah Meng  su  m suka ji bun zi? A-not-A question 

      like  not  like  this  CL  book 

‘Does Ah Meng like this book?’      

 

b. Ah Meng ka  suka ji bun zi?  ka question 

Q  like  this  CL  book 

‘Does Ah Meng like this book?’  

(Cole & Lee 1997: 1-2. The bolding is mine.) 

  

c. Ah Meng  ka  su  m  suka  ji  bun  zi?  

         Q  like  not  like  this  CL  book 

    ‘Does Ah Meng like this book?’     ka+A-not-A question 

(Cole & Lee 1997: 6. The bolding is mine.) 
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• Mang (Austroasiatic, Gao 2003) 

 

(4)   a. mi31  pə31  tɕiʔ51 tɔk55 mə31 θi35 ʔə31ʔy51? Q-VP 

              2sg  Q do EXP thing  that 

             ‘Did you do that thing?’ 

 

  b. mi31  lø51  θə31  lø51?     A-not-A 

          2sg  say NEG say 

          ‘Do/will you say?’  

 

  c. lɔt55  ʔə31ɳin35 pə31 hɔ51 θə31 hɔ51?  Q-A-not-A 

         night today  Q come NEG come 

         ‘Will you come tonight?’ 
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APPENDIX B: K-not questions in Chinese dialects 

 

• Longnan Hakka13 (Zhang 1990): 

 

(1)   ni an m shi cha?    an-not question 

2sg AN not eat tea 

‘Do you drink tea?’ 

 

• Quan’nan Hakkan (Zhang 1990)14: 

 

(2)   ni am shi cha?     am question 

2sg AM eat tea 

‘Do you drink tea?’ 

 

• Luoyuan She (Hmong–Mien and has contact with Hakka, Huang & Chen 2016) 

  

(3)   a. ni xia libai haŋ mui  qu Fuzhou?       haŋ-not question  

   2sg next week HAŊ NEG.IMP go F. 

   ‘Will you go to Fuzhou next week?’ 

 

b. ni haŋ mo  dai qian?              haŋ-not 

question 

2sg HAŊ NEG.PERF bring money 

‘Have you brought money?’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                            
13 Longnan is the southernmost county in Jiangxi Province, which is famous for its Hakka walled villages.  

 
14 A closer look at the syllable inventory and lexicon of the Quan’nan dialect shows that am is not found anywhere 

else in the lexicon but in yes-no questions. Having consulted native speakers, Zhang (1990) points out that am in 

Quan’nan is the contracted form of an and m, the former being a cognate of Longnan an and the latter the negation 

morpheme 
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